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SOLUTIONS & SERVICES
Infinite Technologies specializes in control automation and AV design and installation.  We bring you the newest in cutting-edge 

technology for smart building automation and control and provide high-end audio visual equipment.  We can connect any Apple® 

iPad®, iPhone® or other smart devices to a personalized control portal for your choice, commercial space, venue or luxury transport. 

This device can become a media display controller, light switch, a thermostat, a media player, and an on/off" , open/close, and up/

down button for just about anything in your commercial environment — from anywhere in the world. 

Smart Building Automation & Control
Today’s complex environments require a new, higher level of integration and automation of services. 

Welcome to the next level of intelligent spaces in which the citizen of the 21st Century can work, learn 

and play. Welcome to the world of Infinite Technologies. Using control and automation systems that 

are scalable, configurable and efficient, users can enjoy an unprecedented level of interaction with 

climate, security, energy-management, lighting, advanced telephony and media display systems in an 

Infinite Technologies-designed intelligent space. Infinite Technologies offers an Apple-based platform 

that is easy to install and maintain.  Experience building automation that is comprehensive, reliable, 

instantly familiar and easy to use.

Whole House Audio
Throughout your home, by the pool, or in individual rooms, hear what you want to hear, or watch the 

program of your choice. Your own media server can store, access and distribute your selection of 

iTunes-based music or video to any room in your home. As many as five independent streams of 

media can be selectively distributed to various locations in your home simultaneously. Synchronize 

your iOS device to your home’s media library and your favorite song can be played anywhere. 

Connect a guest’s iPhone to a media dock and his or her media library can be enjoyed throughout 

your home.

Lighting Control System
Your tablet or phone shows you every light in every working space or living space. Tap the image of 

the room, watch it fill the screen, then touch the light that you want to switch on, switch off, brighten 

or dim. The image of the light on your phone or tablet will show you how the actual light obeys your 

touch on the screen, brightening or dimming accordingly. Command your lighting to interact with 

motion sensors to dim lights when an area is unoccupied. Create ‘scenes’ for different times of day or 

for specific space user requirements; lowering selected lights for daytime and turning them on for the 

evening hours.

Security & Networking
Our CCTV systems are installed using the latest equipment from the world’s top manufacturers, 

using cameras with high resolution, high frame rate, night vision, and NVRs with storage ability 

customized to your needs. All our systems have network connectivity, making them accessible 

from any PC or phone on the network, with optional remote access available. These systems can 

be integrated with other home automation solutions, allowing easy access and custom UIs.

Acoustic Treatment/Sound Proofing

Soundproofing is used to lower the transmission of sound between rooms, while acoustic proofing 

improves the sound quality within a room where audio is expected to be played or recorded. Both 

are achieved by the intelligent placement of internal and external wall panels and insulation 

material. As Infinite Technologies also installs AV systems, we can design and position your audio 

equipment and acoustic paneling to work perfectly with each other without compromising the 

function of the room.

Climate Control System
Take total control of your building’s climate; from room to room, from time of day to time of year. 

Set comfortable temperatures throughout each working space or living space, scheduling high 

quality air-conditioning to cool when required, closing blinds and opening shades as part of a 

customized energy management system. Create daily schedules and monthly calendars of climate 

control, for each defined space. 



SOLUTIONS & SERVICES
Infinite Technologies specializes in control automation and AV design and installation. We bring you the newest in cutting-edge 

technology for total home automation and control and provide high-end audio visual equipment, music and television installation, 

and home theater systems. We can connect your Apple® iP ad®, iPhone®, or other smart device to a personalized control portal 

for your entire home. This device can become a TV remote, light switch, a thermostat, a personal media player, and an on/off, 

open/close, and up/down button for just about anything in your home — from anywhere in the world.  

Home Cinema
Place your iPad in the dock, and let the show begin. Crystal-clear 4K video and heart-pounding 

Dolby ATMOS sound is immediately under your control. You can stream and enjoy online 

entertainment from YouTube or other online content provider. With your iPad, you can close the 

curtains, dim the lights, set room temperature and cue up tonight’s movie. Then, without missing a 

second, you can monitor your security cameras or check other online information feeds such as 

weather or sports news.

Safety & Security
Ensure that the people you love and the things you own are safe and secure. Press one button to 

activate motion sensors and security cameras that monitor all movement, turn on revealing night 

lights, close all blinds and lock all of your doors. Configure your security system to illuminate the 

path to your front door and allow you inside - as you reach home. Monitor your residence remotely 

on the screen of your iOS device, viewing the image from each and every security camera. Receive 

emails or text messages every time somebody enters or leaves your home, when your children 

return from school, whenever a medicine cupboard is opened. Set individual profiles configuring 

your children’s access to your home automation systems. Rest easy in protected comfort.

Wired & Wireless Conference System
Thriving communities are built on the ability to talk and listen across divides. In governments, 

institutions, businesses, or courts worldwide, progress often depends on constructive debate that 

leads to effective decisions. Televic Conference is committed to empowering decision-making 

though moderated meetings: live or hybrid, regardless of venue or size. Our ambition: to make 

sure that everyone can hear and be heard. Understand, and be understood. Televic deliver the 

world’s most advanced conference solutions. Solutions that harness the power to drastically 

enhance the intelligibility, moderation, and simultaneous interpretation of any meeting, anywhere, 

anytime.

Video Walls & Digital Signage

For the ultimate in stunning video impact, versatility, reliability and clarity, rely on Infinite 

Technologies to you the last word in display excellence. Sophisticated image processing lets you 

broadcast a single image across multiple screens or configure several different video feeds 

together on a single video wall. Commercial-grade LCD panels, supported by edge-lit LED 

technology enable management of temperature and energy consumption for a 24/7 video wall 

experience. Highest quality rear-projection solutions are also available. Be it the ultimate home 

video display or mission critical digital signage that must always maintain flawless performance, 

your solution is here. 

Digital Art

Architectural video walls are a stunning reinvention of the video display. From art for arts sake to 

breathtaking expressions of brand identity, Planar Mosaic displays allow 3 different video tile 

shapes and sizes - including a 1:1 square video tile - to be mounted in any position and at any angle 

relative to each other, enabling you to create your own unique video display.  



INDUSTRIES & APPLICATIONS
Infinite Technologies designs and installs advanced hardware and software solutions for a wide range of commercial industries. Our 

reliable, scalable and intuitive automation and control systems allow for global operability while increasing energy efficiency for 

almost any commercial environment. Whether it be building automation for corporate offices, digital signage for retail environments 

or entertainment media systems for luxury transportation, we have a solution for your commercial needs. 

Corporate Enterprise & 
Executive Boardrooms

The corporate environment requires a calm, e! cient and smooth 

communication experience that supports your concentration and clarity. 

Lighting, shading, climate and security features are all at your command 

via your iOS device. Compelling presentations and impactful briefing 

are all made easy by responsive audio-visual and multimedia technology 

seamlessly integrated into your boardroom or conference centre. Video 

conferencing and cutting-edge telepresence can be configured, installed 

and powered by Infinite Technologies. Enjoy the benefits of a supportive, 

productive working environment, with total control at your fingertips.

Education Presentation Systems

Infinite Technologies o" ers the state of the art in educational presentation 

and support systems. Multimedia is just the beginning, with interactive 

whiteboards and lecture capture systems supported by full audio and 

video capability, intelligent lighting, shading and temperature control. 

As with any other venue, safety and a range of utilities can also be 

placed under your control. Learning has never been quite so impactful or 

memorable. 

Hotels & Hospitality

Hotels and other hospitality venues are transformed by intelligent 

technology into spaces that are exquisitely responsive to the needs of guests 

and patrons. Infinite Technologies can configure and integrate systems 

that meet the distinct needs of each distinct space within a venue. Suites 

and VIP accommodation can o" er state of the art entertainment. Guests 

can dock their own iOS device and play their own media into high-end 

A/V systems. From one location, manage energy, run system diagnostics, 

schedule maintenance and security systems.  Integrate lighting with motion 

and occupancy sensors. Monitor all spaces with a comprehensive network 

of security cameras. Restaurant climate can be managed from minute to 

minute. In bars and nightclubs, each node of digital signage and distributed 

A/V can be controlled from your command centre.  

Yachts & Luxury Transportation

Let Infinite Technologies take the show on the road, to the air and on 

water. One touch from your iPad activates intelligent lighting and raises 

the curtain on your home theatre as you cruise on your yacht. Control 

light, shade, temperature, sound and video on your luxury touring vehicle. 

For those of you who fly privately, the ultimate in environmental and 

entertainment control could be at your fingertips; a bespoke experience 

made possible by Infinite Technologies.

Arenas & Large Venues

Infinite Technologies offers you the ultimate interactive experience. 

Imagine an event with the latest in video walls, audio PA systems, 

minutely controllable event lighting rigs, massive automated display 

platforms and an array of content delivery options. Your show will be 

unforgettable, your presentations impact full and your conferences and 

exhibitions will hit headlines. Control it all through iOS devices, dedicated 

smart remote controls and on-TV menus.

Retail & Restaurants

From a single retail outlet to an entire mall, Infinite Technologies offers a 

scalable, responsive automated experience. Elegant storefront or restaurant 

lighting, intimate climate control, pleasant mall music, and compelling 

digital displays and signage can be scheduled by time of day, month or year, 

configured to respond to customer movement and controlled by dedicated 

touch screens or by iOS devices.



The Plixus Nameplate saves time, money and manual labor 

by replacing paper nameplates thanks to the E Ink technology 

for optimal legibility and minimal eye strain. It allows for crisp 

text with high contrast and a maximum viewing angle (180°). E 

Ink also guarantees minimal power consumption, and the 

information on the display can be retained if the nameplate is 

powered off. Finally, the Plixus Nameplate display eliminates 

reflection and flicker, even when filmed or broadcast.

Crestron Electronics has carved the path for technological innovation since 1972. We create 

automation solutions that transform the way people live their lives, making their day-to-day 

tasks easier and improving efficiency and productivity.  We strive to be at the forefront of 

cutting-edge technology, constantly offering faster, better solutions that address the needs 

of customers the world over.  With Crestron, you aren’t just buying top-of-the-line 

electronics, you are investing in scalable and customized solutions, gaining 24/7 global 

service and support, and sponsoring products that are designed and manufactured in 

America.

Control4 is a provider of automation and networking systems for homes and 

businesses, offering a personalized and unified smart home system to 

automate and control connected devices including lighting, audio, video, 

climate control, intercom, and security.

BRANDS & PRODUCTS
Infinite Technologies works with only the most respected brands and products in the industry. These are the brands and products we 

recommend when designing and installing your home automation or home theater system. Although we highly recommend these 

brands, we are happy to discuss other brands and products that might meet your functionality requirements. Our goal is to meet your 

requirements and exceed your expectations with only the highest quality products.

uniCOS T/MM10 is Televic's flagship multimedia conferencing solution 

specifically designed for the Plixus architecture that can be configured for 

either chairpersons or delegates. With HQ audio, up to 6 lip-synched video 

streams, document sharing and more, all audible and visual information are 

at the participants' fingertips fingertips thanks to the tiltable 10” 

touchscreen. The units are very easy to install with a single CAT 5e cable, 

and power is delivered over the Plixus network.
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Infinite Technologies
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